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based on a real-life plane crash in the south atlantic that occurred on april 8, 1996, open water tells the story of one of the most horrifying sea disasters in modern maritime history. during a training mission, a single engine beech bonanza
crashes in the ocean off the coast of brazil. its nine-passenger party of seven men and two women is forced to attempt an emergency swim for their lives from the sinking plane. quicksand was shot over a period of eight days in the bahamas
with a documentary style. in scenes of pure horror, the audience see the way the crew are trapped in the sand and, as water seeps in, it begins to eat them up. a few hours later, as the rest of the crew’s cries for help can no longer be heard,

even the audience are left feeling powerless and trapped. the adventure-drama genre is a synthesis of action movie, drama, thriller and comedy genres. typically, the hero is someone who’s a keen outdoorsman, explorer or survivalist. however,
every adventure has got a set of limitations, and survival is only possible through good luck, planning, physical strength, cunning, skill or a combination of all of them. the drama genre is based around a story involving the lives of characters on
a stage. they are the key figures in the story. they are the ones who experience the main events of the story. the story then takes place between them in real time, and their actions and decisions (or lack of action) drive the whole story forward.
a small group of the foursome meet at the airport before their oceanic adventure. joel hogan, who plays the pilot, admits he is at the back of his class for aeronautical skills. over dinner at a local restaurant, he and fellow maritime expert zach

(paul reubens) discuss a way to recover the beacon that might have been thrown overboard, which they hope will guide them home.
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